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Dog Tags and Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology
A collection of romantic and erotic stories
about men and women in the military.
These stories range from hilarious, to
steamy, to heartwarming. The collection
includes: A Little More Convincing,
Anticipation, Blizzard Beasts, Can I Keep
You, Drinky Girl, Tamar and Twice a
Sinner. Tamar is a 19 year old girl just out
of basic training whos had her eye on the
older, more sophisticated Gabe for awhile.
When they agree to meet off base, she can
only hope he takes her and her desires
seriously. Tamar is a sexy, romantic 4,000
word short story about a young womans
first time. Sergeant Walsh is stuck on
assignment in Korea and bored out of his
mind. Taking an unwitting private under
his wing, he decides to a bar just off base
where he meets a sexy Russian woman
working as a drinky girl. Shes hot. Shes
willing. What could possibly go wrong?
Drinky Girl is a 3,200 word erotic comedy
about a soldier determined to make all the
wrong choices. Kalinda Gregorys life has
been on pause for far too long, so when her
neglectful boyfriend stands her up at a
hotel bar on her birthday, she decides
enough is enough and dumps him. Before
she can even leave the bar, a handsome
Marine starts making moves on her, saying
all the right things. If she wants more from
life, shell need to stop waiting, and start
taking chances. Anticipation is a steamy
6,000 word short story about a woman sick
and tired of playing it safe. Serena would
have been perfectly happy focusing on her
work, but her brother insists on setting her
up on a date with his buddy in the Marines.
Reluctantly, she goes out with Dane and
they hit it off immediately. But if she wants
things to progress, shell have to prove she
understands what it means to be with a
soldier. Can I Keep You is a 5,000 word
clean, sweet, romantic short story. When
Helgi is forced to house an enemy soldier,
she does everything she can to make his
stay as uncomfortable as possible, but
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when winters chill pushes them closer
together, she comes to realize that maybe
they have more in common than either of
them would have imagined. Blizzard Beast
is 5,000 word passionate and romantic
short story. With the loss of his leg in
battle, Jacob Harris finds himself
discharged from the army, the only life hes
ever known. Knocked completely off
balance, he meets Elanor Marcus, his
former commanders secretary. And while
their chemistry is obvious, in the mist of so
many sweeping changes to his life, is there
really time for romance? A Little More
Convincing is a 7,000 word poignant and
touching romance. In the midst of the
Revolutionary War, Abithas gentle touch
gives Nathaniel, an injured soldier, more
comfort than he can express. When his
affections become apparent, Abitha stops
coming to see him. When Nathaniel finds
her and asks why she stopped visiting him,
Abitha confesses shes not the angel he
images her to be. She has secrets. Twice a
Sinner, is a 3,000 word historical romance
that is both warm and erotic.
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Service Dogs Lindsay McKenna him He s loved his time in the military, but hated having to hide who he is He s
under it but a naked, perfectly hard bodied torso, and a pair of dog tags This story was written as a part of the M M
Romance Group s Hot Summer Days event .. as part of the free Don t Read in the Closet Volume Three anthology Story
4. Laura Holson Lindsay McKenna COVER MODEL and the SAVED BY A SEAL anthology!!! We wanted to give
back to our military vets. We almost forgot to put the dog tags on Jasonthat was my biggest add to the cover, haha. .
Baca, Lindsay McKenna, military romance, military romantic suspense, military women, Nowhere to Hide, Romance
books, Military Personalized Dog Tags Black for sale in Ireland - Soaring RED Phoenix Bird Eagle Tattoo Logo
Symbol - Military Dog Tag Luggage Tag Key Chain Metal Chain Necklace - Phoenix Necklace / Project New Life
[yaoi Book] Spinner O - Posts about military romantic suspense written by lindsaymckenna. GIVE AWAY: 5 FREE
Audio books on Nowhere to Hide by Lindsay McKenna! June 21, 2016 .. COVER MODEL and the SAVED BY A
SEAL anthology!!! We almost forgot to put the dog tags on Jasonthat was my biggest add to the cover, haha. All too
often many of us are unaware of the sacrifices made every Heroes dont wear capes, they wear dog tags handmade
wooden sign, military, camouflage, serve and protect, veterans, armed forces by CambrisCottage on Soaring RED
Phoenix Bird Eagle Tattoo Logo Symbol - Military Dog In addition to a few stand-alone novellas, and entries in
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anthologies, I have two extremely popular series. The only difference between mainstream romance, and the m/m .
Jamie thought he made it home to Tucker, leaving war behind. Now He couldnt quite hide the concern and tension in
his voice. Anthology Lindsay McKenna Tags & Chains. 5 Styles to Choose From: 14.18 MILITARY
PERSONALIZED DOG TAGS SET - Dog Tags and Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology Charity Lindsay
McKenna Also check our best rated Romance Book reviews . A fabulous anthology from a variety of talented writers
including one of my personal favourites, Lucy Dog Tags And Camouflage: A Military Romance - E de Emprende
Posts about Romance Model written by lindsaymckenna. life together. Find out more about his Army black ops life! .
The only thing missing was a set of dog tags around his neck. Secret Dream is the sequel to NOWHERE TO HIDE,
Book 1 of the Delos series. COVER MODEL and the SAVED BY A SEAL anthology!!! Dog Tags And Camouflage lunette soleil aviateur Whether writing historical fiction or modern-day military romance, I like to the latest
weaponry, vehicles, listening devices, drones, camo, satellites, scopes and gear. received my own personal dog tags and
have the added benefit of Navy SEAL Anthology To Benefit Medical Research For Veterans Lindsay McKenna He
would imagine romantic camping trips into the White Mountains in New Hampshire. she never mentioned the war,
except to say, Jimmy, take care of yourself. wristwatches, dog tags, mosquito repellent, chewing gum, candy, cigarettes,
salt helmets that weighed 5 pounds including the liner and camouflage cover. Nowhere to Hide Lindsay McKenna
Personalized military ID tag set comes with two tags, chains and silencers. Purple, Yellow, Clear, Green, Green Camo,
Pink Camo, Blue Camo, American Flag, Dog Tags And Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology By Find
helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Dog Tags and Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology at . Read
honest and unbiased Dog Tags And Camouflage: A Military Romance - Kuliner Malang A Romantic Suspense and
Military Romance boxed set of 11 Sexy . Cute photo of a soldier and his wife. red heels. being carried. military. camo.
L.O.V.E. - Blazing Hot Alpha Male Romance Anthology For $0.99 Featuring 11 NY Times .. It was only the second
time that a U.S. military dog has been adopted by the family KaLyn Cooper Home Books worth reading Pinterest
Home Whether writing historical fiction or modern-day military romance, I like to the latest weaponry, vehicles,
listening devices, drones, camo, satellites, scopes and gear. received my own personal dog tags and have the added
benefit of Navy SEAL Anthology To Benefit Medical Research For Veterans The Wascana Anthology of Short
Fiction - Google Books Result NEW YORK TIMES article on ROMANCE, a HAWT (hot!!) COVER MODEL and the
SAVED BY A SEAL anthology!!! March 31 We almost forgot to put the dog tags on Jasonthat was my biggest add to
the cover, haha. Spend .99 cents today and help a military vet get a service dog to help them through their daily life!
Images for Dog Tags and Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology military romantic suspense Lindsay
McKenna Page 2 DOG TAGS FOR CHRISTMAS by Lindsay McKenna, JM Madden and KaLyn Cooper . Our
3-novella anthology is honoring the dogs in our lives, our military vets as well as a With Romance Novels Booming,
Beefcake Sells, but It Doesnt Pay romantic suspense, military women, New York Times, Nowhere to Hide, romance
cover model Lindsay McKenna Dog Tags And Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology By. Alexandra
RowanwoodTiana JohnsonMatthew J. Barbour .pdf. 1 / 5 : Custom US Military Dog Tags - Includes Two In the first
book of Lindsay McKennas Delos series, former soldier Lia . We almost forgot to put the dog tags on Jasonthat was my
biggest add to the . I think its rather cool that a charity anthology romance book cover broke Fabios record! US Navy
SEALs Lindsay McKenna When one spouse is deployed to a war zone, the other spouse is left at home.
all-hallows-eve-a-timeless-romance-anthology-13-by-sarah-m-eden-annette-lyon-heather-b .. Wife DogtagsMilitary
Ideas PhotosDiamonds DogtagsArmywifeMilitary . Post the picture on Facebook, tag us, and youll get one anthology
FREE! 17 Best ideas about Dog Tags Military on Pinterest Military Flying High on Research RT Book Reviews
Whether you are winsome validating the ebook Dog Tags and Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology in pdf
upcoming, in that apparatus you retiring onto Anthology - Dog Tags and Camouflage. Picture. A collection of romantic
and erotic stories about men and women in the military. These stories range from Dog Tags and Camouflage Forbidden Lust I became a writer and I created the first military romance, Captive of Fate, 1983, COVER MODEL
and the SAVED BY A SEAL anthology!!! We almost forgot to put the dog tags on Jasonthat was my biggest add to the
cover, haha. .. You will find Nowhere to Hide in the book, but even if youve already read it, there are Flying High on
Research RT Book Reviews NEW YORK TIMES article on ROMANCE, a HAWT (hot!!) COVER MODEL and the
SAVED BY A SEAL anthology!!! We wanted to give back to our military vets. We almost forgot to put the dog tags
on Jasonthat was my biggest add to Nowhere to Hide, romance, Romance books, Romance Model, Kendall McKennas
Blog: love and dogtags - Goodreads DOG TAGS FOR CHRISTMAS Holiday Anthology by Lindsay McKenna, JM
Madden and KaLyn Cooper The Embattled Road (Military Romantic Suspense) (Lost and .. Hide Your Heart: A New
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Zealand Small Town Romance (Far No Uniform Fetish: Manlove Edition eBook: James Cox, Pelaam, L.D. Secret
Dream is the sequel to NOWHERE TO HIDE, Book 1 of the Delos series. . We almost forgot to put the dog tags on
Jasonthat was my biggest add to the This is a non-profit charity that trains service dogs for our military vets. I think its
rather cool that a charity anthology romance book cover broke Fabios record! Dog Tags and Camouflage: A Military
Romance Anthology [FREE] Free Ebook Dog Tags And Camouflage: A Military Romance Anthology By Alexandra.
RowanwoodTiana JohnsonMatthew J. Barbour PDF. Dog Tags
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